-Tumor cell invasion through the stromal extracellular matrix (ECM) is a key feature of cancer metastasis, and understanding the cellular mechanisms of invasive migration is critical to the development of effective diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. Since cancer cell migration is highly adaptable to physiochemical properties of the ECM, it is critical to define these migration mechanisms in a context-specific manner. Although extensive work has characterized cancer cell migration in two-and three-dimensional (3D) matrix environments, the migration program employed by cells to move through native and cell-derived microtracks within the stromal ECM remains unclear. We previously reported the development of an in vitro model of patterned type I collagen microtracks that enable matrix metalloproteinaseindependent microtrack migration. Here we show that collagen microtracks closely resemble channel-like gaps in native mammary stroma ECM and examine the extracellular and intracellular mechanisms underlying microtrack migration. Cell-matrix mechanocoupling, while critical for migration through 3D matrix, is not necessary for microtrack migration. Instead, cytoskeletal dynamics, including actin polymerization, cortical tension, and microtubule turnover, enable persistent, polarized migration through physiological microtracks. These results indicate that tumor cells employ context-specific mechanisms to migrate and suggest that selective targeting of cytoskeletal dynamics, but not adhesion, proteolysis, or cell traction forces, may effectively inhibit cancer cell migration through preformed matrix microtracks within the tumor stroma. tumor invasion; migration mechanisms; microtracks AS ONE OF THE EARLIEST STEPS of metastasis, local tissue invasion represents a critical transition from local deregulated cell growth to potentially lethal disease. Tissue invasion is a multistep biophysical process during which carcinoma cells bypass the epithelial basement membrane and migrate through the underlying interstitial stroma (8, 37). Classically, stromal invasion has been viewed as a challenging and highly selective step-wise process requiring an invading cell to actively breach the basement membrane, protrude into a collagen-rich stroma, and employ a diversity of mechanochemical migration mechanisms to overcome matrix and tissue barriers to effectively migrate (16, 38) . However, recent evidence suggests that the vast cellular and microenvironmental heterogeneity within and around tumors allows significant diversity in invasion programs (20), and the context-specific mechanisms governing local tissue invasion and metastasis remain only partially understood.
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Cancer cell migration through three-dimensional (3D) stromal microenvironments is adaptive and sensitive to regulation by intracellular and extracellular determinants (22, 66) . While transit of tumor cells through the 3D extracellular matrix (ECM) requires coordination of a physiochemical motility program that generally involves cytoskeletal, adhesion, and contractility mechanisms (8, 35) , migration strategies are context-specific, and the molecular mechanisms employed depend on biochemical and biophysical properties of the ECM. Notably, biophysical matrix parameters, including porosity, alignment, and elasticity, have emerged as key mediators of cell behavior and, together, determine the requirements for and nature of motility (68) . Wolf et al. (69) recently showed that matrix porosity integrates with nuclear deformability to define the requirement for integrin-and actomyosin-mediated mechanocoupling and ECM remodeling during 3D migration. Furthermore, our group and others have demonstrated that the structural and biochemical nature of type I collagen matrix determines 3D migration efficiency and the requirement for proteolytic ECM remodeling by matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity (9, 10, 56, 71) . In addition to imposing steric constraints, fibrillar 3D ECM can exhibit structural anisotropy, including matrix fiber alignment (6, 53, 55) and interfacial regions (5, 64) , which provide topographical guidance cues to migrating cells. Nonetheless, while these and other studies have contributed greatly to our understanding of ECM-directed cell invasion strategies, conventional in vitro 3D ECM models for studying mechanisms of tumor cell behavior vastly overestimate the homogeneity of the stromal ECM, and the effects of local heterogeneity in matrix structure on cell motility remain only marginally understood (26, 67) .
Cell-scaled tracklike structures in the interstitial matrix, which have been observed as conduits for trafficking tumor cells in vivo, provide physical guidance and a path of least resistance to migrating cells and, thus, have been implicated as critical determinants of tumor cell behavior (2, 11, 25, 26, 62) . These structures can broadly include interfaces between tissue components, gaps and clefts between aligned collagen bundles, and organized networks of ECM pores. Recently, our group and others have shown that tumor and stromal cells can use mechanical and proteolytic matrix remodeling to generate cell-caliber microtracks through type I collagen matrix that facilitate proteinase-independent invasion of other cells (1, 10, 18, 24) . Regardless of whether matrix microtracks are native to interstitial tissue (67) or a result of MMP-mediated matrix degradation by tumor/stromal cells (10, 24, 71) , their presence in tissue challenges the conventional interstitial invasion model in which migrating cells must negotiate a restrictive collagenrich ECM. Instead, cells may co-opt sufficiently wide preformed matrix tunnels to migrate in an unimpeded, MMPindependent manner (21) . Notably, the presence of such migration-enabling matrix-free pathways could explain the limited ability of clinical MMP inhibition to prevent invasion and metastasis. Since these tracklike structures in the ECM provide strong proinvasive cues to tumor cells, an understanding of the mechanisms that govern cancer cell migration through cell-scale gaps in tissue will be critical to the development of therapeutic strategies to target metastasis.
We previously developed an in vitro system of patterned collagen microtracks to model tumor cell migration through cell-sized gaps in the ECM (33) . The microtracks, unlike previous designs made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polyacrylamide (3, 50) , offer the advantage of more closely mimicking the mechanical and chemical properties of native ECM. We found that patterned collagen microtracks recapitulate tubelike tumor cell-derived channels within a 3D collagen matrix and enable MMP-independent migration of otherwise poorly invasive mammary epithelial cells (33) . Here we use this platform alongside fibrillar 3D collagen matrix to define and compare the mechanisms that govern cancer cell migration within each environment. We show that mechanical cell-matrix interactions are needed for migration through 3D matrix, but not microtracks, where cleared matrix-free pathways provide little resistance and eliminate the need for traction generation, matrix remodeling, and cell body deformation. Conversely, migration through 3D matrix and microtracks is similarly driven by polarized protrusions and elongation at the leading edge, which are mediated by actin polymerization and reinforced by the microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton. Collectively, our findings suggest that microtracks within the interstitial stroma may provide paths of least resistance that enable tumor cell invasion by reducing the molecular machinery required for efficient migration.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and reagents. Highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 breast adenocarcinoma cells (catalog no. HTB-26, American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) were maintained in minimum essential medium (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA), 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 g/ml streptomycin (Life Technologies). Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-expressing MDA-MB-231 cells (catalog no. AKR-201, Cell Biolabs, San Diego, CA) were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin, and 0.1 mM minimum essential medium nonessential amino acids (Life Technologies). For inhibitor studies, complete medium was supplemented with 10 M Y27632, 10 M ML7, 50 M blebbistatin, 10 M nocodazole, 12 M paclitaxel, 20 M cytochalasin D, and 2.5 M latrunculin A (all from SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO), 2 g/ml CT04 (Cytoskeleton, Denver, CO), 2.5-10 g/ml MAb 4B4/FITC-4B4 (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA), or DMSO vehicle. All cell culture was maintained at 37°C and 5% CO 2. Primary antibodies were anti-␣-tubulin (catalog no. 05-829, Millipore, Billerica, MA), anti-phosphorylated myosin light chain (pMLC) 2 (catalog no. 3674S, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA), and anti-GAPDH (catalog no. MAb374, Millipore).
Murine mammary cancer model. Mice were maintained under barrier conditions according to Cornell University Animal Care guidelines, and the methods were approved by the Cornell Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol 2009-0101; R. M. Williams). The murine mammary cancer model was established as previously described (14) . Briefly, 3-to 4-wk-old female NOD.CgPrkdc scid Il2rg tm1Wjl /SzJ mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were placed in an induction chamber and anesthetized with 3% isoflurane (Butler Animal Health Supply, Dublin, OH) for 2-5 min and subsequently moved to a custom-designed surgical platform. Developing glandular tissue was removed from the fourth and seventh inguinal mammary glands, and 10 5 -10 6 GFP-expressing MDA-MB-231 cells were injected into each cleared fat pad. Surgical incisions were repaired using wound clips (Fisher Scientific, Atlanta, GA), and mice were resuscitated and monitored for 3 wk prior to in vivo and ex vivo imaging.
In vivo multiphoton imaging. After 3 wk of orthotopic tumor growth, in vivo imaging was performed. Mice were anesthetized as described for surgery and immediately moved to a custom-designed imaging stage. Isoflurane concentration was adjusted to 2% to maintain respiration at ϳ60 breaths/min (19) . Mice were vivisected to expose MDA-MB-231-derived mammary tumors, and multiphoton (MP) and second harmonic generation imaging were performed as previously described (65, 76 ). An 880-nm beam from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser illuminated MDA-MB-231/GFP-derived tumors and the surrounding mammary stroma in situ on a modified Olympus AX70 upright microscope equipped with an Olympus water-immersion ϫ20/0.95 numerical aperture Olympus objective. The emission signal was separated into two channels to collect the second harmonic generation signal from collagen and MP fluorescence from GFPlabeled MDA-MB-231 cells. After in situ MP imaging, MDA-MB-231-derived tumors and the surrounding mammary stromal tissue were harvested for ex situ imaging; tissues were either fixed for 30 min in 3.7% (vol/vol) formaldehyde in PBS or embedded within collagen matrix (see below) for time-lapse confocal imaging.
Preparation of collagen matrices and microtracks. Collagen matrices and microtracks were prepared as previously described using acid-extracted type I collagen from rat tail tendons (10) . Collagen stock solution (10 mg/ml) was diluted to the desired concentration (1.5-5 mg/ml) using ice-cold culture medium and neutralized with sodium hydroxide. For 3D matrix experiments, dissociated MDA-MB-231 cells were incorporated sparsely into neutralized collagen solution prior to polymerization for 30 min at 37°C. For ex situ time-lapse imaging, excised tumors were similarly embedded within collagen matrix for stabilization. Collagen microtracks with dimensions of 10 ϫ 1,100 ϫ 20 m (width ϫ length ϫ depth) were prepared as previously described (33) . Briefly, micropatterned PDMS stamps were rendered nonadhesive with bovine serum albumin, washed with neutralized collagen solution, and inverted over a drop of neutralized collagen solution. Collagen was polymerized for 90 min at 37°C, PDMS stamps were removed, and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded onto patterned collagen matrices at low density to minimize cell-cell interactions. Finally, patterned collagen matrices were covered with a collagen lid to form 3D microtracks. Except where indicated in Fig. 2 , all in vitro studies were performed in 1.5 mg/ml collagen matrix (3D) and 3.0 mg/ml collagen microtracks.
Confocal and time-lapse imaging. Confocal fluorescence and reflectance images were acquired as previously described (10) using a Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope on a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted stand equipped with a long-working-distance water-immer-sion C-Apochromat ϫ40/1.1 numerical aperture Zeiss objective. Fluorescent labeling and imaging of actin and MTs (␣-tubulin) were performed as previously described (32) . The ImageJ (version 1.49b, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) plugin OrientationJ was used to quantify and colorize actin organization from confocal fluorescence images as previously described (10) . Briefly, gray-scale images were analyzed using a 0.6-m Gaussian window, and angular distributions of pixel orientation were normalized to microtrack angle. The mean and standard deviation of distributions were quantified and compared for 8 -10 cells per condition. Phase-contrast images were acquired using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted phase-contrast microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera. Timelapse phase-contrast and confocal imaging were performed in custom temperature-, humidity-, and CO 2-controlled microscope incubation chambers.
Cell migration studies and analysis. After cell seeding, 3D matrices and microtracks were overlaid with complete culture medium and incubated for 6 -8 h to allow cell adhesion and spreading prior to time-lapse imaging. To study the molecular mechanisms underlying cell migration through 3D matrix and microtracks, inhibitors of cell-matrix adhesion, contractility, and cytoskeletal dynamics were applied immediately prior to imaging or after 4 -5 h of control imaging. For phase-contrast time-lapse imaging, images were acquired at 5-min intervals for 16 h. Cells that divided or interacted with other cells during this time were excluded from analysis, and ImageJ was used to measure cells' morphologies and track the positions of cell centroids over time. To account for heterogeneity of cell migration behavior, two migration parameters were measured: motile fraction and migration speed. A cell was considered motile if its centroid moved more than one cell diameter during the observation period, and motile fraction was determined by dividing the number of motile cells by the total number of cells in each frame of view. Cell migration speed within microtracks was quantified for motile cells as previously reported (33) . Motile fraction and migration speed were quantified posttreatment for Ͼ40 cells per condition from two to three independent experiments. To quantify cell morphodynamics during microtrack migration, cells were classified as amoeboid (rounded; aspect ratio Ͻ4) or mesenchymal (elongated; aspect ratio Ͼ4) as indicated in Fig. 3F . Cell aspect ratio during microtrack migration was tracked for ϳ35 cells per condition to measure the rate at which cells underwent amoeboid ¡ mesenchymal and mesenchymal ¡ amoeboid transitions.
Polyacrylamide gel synthesis and traction force microscopy. Polyacrylamide substrates with Young's moduli of 5 kPa were synthesized, functionalized with N-6-[(acryloyl)amido]hexanoic acid, coated with 100 g/ml type I rat tail collagen (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ), and used for traction force microscopy as previously described (13, 31, 32) . Cells were seeded on polyacrylamide substrates and allowed to adhere and spread for 6 -8 h before treatments were initiated. After 10 h of treatment, traction force microscopy experiments were performed, and the traction field was derived from bead displacements using the LIBTRC analysis library developed by Dr. Micah Dembo (Boston University) (13) . Data are presented as means Ϯ SE of total force magnitude, |F|, which is the integral of the traction field over the area of the cell, for 20 -60 cells per condition.
Western blotting. After cell seeding in 3D collagen matrices (1.5 mg/ml), samples were incubated for 24 h and then treated with inhibitors of cell contractility for 4 h. Total protein was extracted from snap-frozen gels with preheated (95°C) 2ϫ Laemmli sample buffer, and 20 l of protein extract were subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Protein was electrotransferred onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane, and the blots were incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C and then with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 h at room temperature. Peroxidase signal was revealed with the SuperSignal West Pico or West Femto kit (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL). For quantification, pMLC signal was normalized to GAPDH before comparison with control (no treatment). Data are presented as means Ϯ SE for two independent experiments.
Flow cytometry. Cell adhesion to the ECM via ␤1-integrin was blocked with the mouse monoclonal function-blocking antibody 4B4. Surface expression of ␤1-integrin was determined using a 4B4-FITC conjugate and fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis with a FACSAria high-speed flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). In separate experiments, MDA-MB-231 cells were transfected with GFP-Lifeact (a kind gift from Jan Lammerding, Cornell University), isolated using a FACSAria high-speed flow cytometer, and seeded into collagen microtracks for confocal imaging.
Statistical analysis. Values are shown as means Ϯ SE or box-andwhisker plots, where boxes indicate medians and 25th/75th percentiles and bars represent 5th/95th percentiles. Means were compared using analysis of variance, with a post hoc Tukey's honestly significant difference test or Dunnett's test where appropriate, using JMP software (version 10, SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Microtrack migration speeds were compared using a nonparametric Wilcoxon test. Amoeboid ¡ mesenchymal and mesenchymal ¡ amoeboid transition frequencies were compared by two-tailed Student's t-test. Actin alignment distributions were compared using Levene's test for equal variances. Statistical significance was considered with P Ͻ 0.05.
RESULTS
Cell-sized gaps in native stromal ECM and microfabricated collagen tracks support malignant cell invasion.
Previously we showed that microfabricated collagen tracks closely mimic the tubelike proteolytic tracks created by metastatic cancer cells migrating in 3D collagen matrix (33) . Using this system as a model for "follower cell" migration, we found that microtracks provide 3D space through collagen matrix that enables MMPindependent migration of highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 cells, as well as migration of noninvasive MCF-10A mammary epithelial cells. Here we used an orthotopic murine mammary cancer model to observe interactions between breast cancer cells and the native stromal ECM during tumor invasion. At 3 wk after implantation of GFP-expressing MDA-MB-231 cells into the cleared mammary fat pad, palpable tumors had grown and cancer cells had begun to expand into and invade through the stromal ECM. Ex situ confocal (Fig. 1A ) and in situ MP (Fig. 1B) imaging revealed channel-like gaps in the collagenous stromal ECM adjacent to mammary tumors, as indicated by the absence of reflected light and second harmonic signals, respectively (Fig. 1, A and B, double arrowheads) . Since confocal reflectance microscopy depends on interfacial light scattering due to refractive index mismatch, lack of reflectance signal indicates a lack of light-scattering material within the aqueous interstitial space (23) . Notably, cells at the tumor periphery were observed squeezing into and through these spaces (Fig. 1A, right, asterisk) . Confocal reflectance microscopy of patterned collagen microtracks showed that collagen matrix structure around in vitro microtracks resembled ECM structure around in vivo microtracks, with aligned ECM fibers bounding an ϳ10-to 15-m-wide track on all sides (Fig. 1, A,  C, and D) . To monitor cell migration through the stromal ECM, tumors were excised and observed ex vivo using timelapse confocal imaging (Fig. 1E) , which revealed cells migrating through gaps in the ECM (Fig. 1E, double arrowheads) . Similarly, MDA-MB-231 cells readily migrated through patterned collagen microtracks in vitro (Fig. 1F) .
Migration through collagen microtracks is independent of collagen matrix density. It has been established that native mammary stoma exhibits significant heterogeneity of biophysical and biochemical ECM properties at the micro-and macroscales (26) . Therefore, to investigate the effects of matrix density and tissue structure on metastatic cancer cell migration, cells were seeded in 3D collagen matrix or collagen microtracks of varying collagen concentration. As shown by confocal reflectance microscopy, all matrices were composed of interconnected networks of collagen fibers and pores, the structure and organization of which were concentration-dependent: matrices of increasing density were more tightly packed and contained smaller fibers and pores ( Fig. 2A) . Two motility metrics were used to quantify cell movement throughout the study: 1) motile fraction, which describes the portion of the total cell population that is migratory, and 2) cell speed. As previously shown, increasing collagen density significantly decreased motile fraction within 3D collagen matrices (9, 69), and Ͻ10% of cells were migratory within 5 mg/ml collagen matrices (Fig. 2B) . In contrast, collagen density did not significantly affect motile fraction (Fig. 2B ) or single-cell migration speed (Fig. 2C ) of cells within microtracks. For all collagen concentrations tested, 80 -90% of cells were motile in microtracks, and migration speeds consistently ranged from ϳ0.5 to 1.5 m/min. While collagen density exerts a modest effect on patterned microtrack dimensions (33), these changes did not significantly impact microtrack migration. Together, these findings indicate that cell migration through microtracks is independent of the density of the surrounding matrix. ␤ 1 -Integrin adhesion mediates elongated microtrack migration. The independence of microtrack migration on matrix density suggests that cell-matrix interactions play a unique role in microtracks compared with two-dimensional (2D) and 3D environments. Therefore, the ␤ 1 -integrin function-blocking MAb 4B4 was used to probe the role of cell-matrix adhesion in cancer cell migration through 3D matrix and collagen microtracks. Flow cytometry was used to verify that maximal ␤ 1 -integrin inhibition was achieved using 10 g/ml 4B4 (Fig. 3A) . Treatment with 4B4 did not significantly affect motile fraction in microtracks or 3D matrix, where ϳ85% and ϳ60% of cells were motile, respectively (Fig. 3B) . As previously shown (69, 75) , inhibition of ␤ 1 -integrin decreased cell elongation and migration speed in 3D matrix ( Fig. 3D ; see Supplemental Movie S1 in Supplemental Material for this article, available online at the Journal website). Interestingly, ␤ 1 -integrin blocking did not affect single-cell migration speed in microtracks (Fig. 3C ), but treatment with 4B4 did alter the morphology of migrating cells ( Fig. 3E ; see Supplemental Movie S1). Whereas control cells exhibited consistently elongated, mesenchymal-like (high aspect ratio) morphologies during microtrack migration, ␤ 1 -integrin-inhibited cells showed a saltatory pattern of morphology, oscillating between elongated, mesenchymal-like (high aspect ratio) and rounded, amoeboid-like (low aspect ratio) morphologies during migration (Fig. 3F) . Since the majority of control cells retained an elongated, mesenchymal morphology during microtrack migration, morphology switching was infrequent (0.04 Ϯ 0.02 transitions/h) compared with 4B4-treated cells, which underwent morphology transitions ϳ10 times more frequently (0.45 Ϯ 0.08 transitions/h). Thus, while ␤ 1 -integrin adhesion is not required to maintain migration speed within microtracks, it does facilitate elongated mesenchymal morphology during migration.
Actomyosin contractility, but not traction generation, is required for efficient microtrack migration. Actomyosin-mediated contractility underlies several biomechanical functions central to invasive cell migration, including cell body/nuclear deformation and traction force generation (8) . Myosin light chain (MLC) phosphorylation is the enabling molecular step in cell contractility and is controlled by several upstream regulators, including the Rho GTPase/Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) pathway and MLC kinase (MLCK) (61) . To elucidate the role of cell contractility in microenvironment-dependent migration, pharmacological inhibitors targeting several players within the actomyosin contractility network were applied to cells in 3D matrix and microtracks. Inhibition of Rho (CT04), ROCK [Y27632 (Y27)], MLCK (ML7), or myosin II (blebbistatin) significantly reduced motile fraction within 3D matrix but had no effect on motile fraction within microtracks (Fig.  4A) , indicating a requirement for cell contractility during migration through restrictive 3D matrix environments. As demonstrated by time-lapse imaging, contractility-deficient cells in 3D matrix exhibited a protrusive, nonmotile phenotype characterized by 1) extension of anuclear, branching pseudopodia and 2) failure to translocate the cell nucleus and body ( Fig. 4B ; see Supplemental Movie S1). Interestingly, while inhibition of Rho, ROCK, and MLCK alone significantly reduced cell traction forces (Fig. 4C ), these treatments had no effect on cell migration speed within microtracks (Fig. 4D) , indicating that traction forces are not explicitly required for microtrack migration. However, when both MLCK and ROCK were inhibited (ML7 ϩ Y27) or myosin II activity was inhibited directly (blebbistatin), microtrack migration speed was significantly reduced (Fig. 4D ), indicating that myosin activity contributes to maintenance of cell speed within microtracks. In addition to a significant reduction in traction force magnitude with blebbistatin treatment (Fig. 4C) , analysis of cell morphology prior to and following treatment indicated that the blebbistatin-induced decrease in microtrack migration speed was accompanied by impaired retraction of the trailing edge (Fig.  4E, arrowhead) . This behavior was also observed using other inhibitors of contractility (see Supplemental Movie S1). These results indicate that traction generation, 3D matrix migration, and microtrack migration can be pharmacologically decoupled and suggest that these behaviors may operate under the control of different mechanistic elements of the cell contractility pathway.
Since MLC phosphorylation enables myosin ATPase activity, which ultimately drives cell contractility, MLC phosphorylation was measured by Western blotting following 4 h of treatment with contractility inhibitors. Treatment with Y27, CT04, and ML7 ϩ Y27 significantly reduced phosphorylated MLC, but ML7, blebbistatin, and DMSO vehicle control did not significantly change pMLC signal (Fig. 4F ). Since these treatments exhibited differential effects on cell behavior (Fig.  4, A-D) , relative pMLC intensity was plotted against experimentally defined cell behaviors for each treatment to understand the relationship among MLC phosphorylation, cell migration, and traction generation. Although ML7 inhibits MLCK, this treatment had no effect on MLC phosphorylation, suggesting that the effects of ML7 on 3D cell motility (Fig. 4A ) and traction force generation (Fig. 4C) were due to off-target effects of the drug, rather than a reduction in MLCK-dependent MLC phosphorylation. Alternatively, compensatory MLC phosphorylation under ML7 treatment could have been achieved through signaling pathways other than MLCK (e.g., ROCK), and/or the measured cell responses could exhibit different sensitivity to ML7 dose. Because of this uncertainty and the unknown mechanism of action on the measured behaviors, ML7 data were excluded from correlation analysis. MLC phosphorylation was not correlated with motile fraction within microtracks (R 2 ϭ 0.20 for linear fit), motile fraction within 3D matrix (R 2 ϭ 0.13 for linear fit), or microtrack migration speed (R 2 ϭ 0.01 for linear fit), suggesting that MLC phosphorylation is not a unique regulator of cell migration. However, MLC phosphorylation was positively correlated with traction force generation (R 2 ϭ 0.86 for linear fit), indicating that pMLC promotes traction generation. Together, these results suggest that while myosin II activity downstream of MLCK and ROCK mediates migration through 3D matrix and retraction of the cell rear for efficient migration through microtracks, microtrack migration does not require MLC phosphorylation-dependent traction generation and is likely driven by parallel contractility mechanisms.
Actin and MT dynamics are required for microtrack migration. Cytoskeletal dynamics downstream of the ubiquitous Rho family of GTPases are largely responsible for determination of cell morphology and motility (40, 48) . Since coordination of and cross talk between the actin and MT cytoskeletons are particularly important for the initiation and development of cell protrusions (15, 59) , the roles of actin and MT cytoskeletal dynamics in microtrack migration were assessed. Cells migrating within collagen microtracks contained primarily cortical F-actin and a polarized MT network aligned with the microtrack (Fig. 5A) . Inhibition of MT polymerization with nocodazole and MT depolymerization with paclitaxel were verified by ␣-tubulin immunofluorescence (Fig. 5A,  right) . Both treatments significantly decreased motile fraction in 3D matrix and microtracks (Fig. 5B) , reduced microtrack migration speed by ϳ50% (Fig. 5C) , and promoted more rounded cell morphology within microtracks (Fig. 5A, right) . Inhibition of F-actin polymerization with cytochalasin D or latrunculin A prevented cell motility in 3D matrix and microtracks (Fig. 5D ). To more closely examine the role of actin polymerization in microtrack migration, Lifeact-transfected cells in microtracks were imaged with time-lapse confocal microscopy before and after treatment with cytochalasin D. Migrating cells exhibited distinct front-back polarity of the actin cytoskeleton, with dynamic F-actin-rich protrusive structures at the leading edge ( Fig. 5E ; see Supplemental Movie S2). Upon treatment with cytochalasin D, cell migration was immediately arrested, and the aligned cortical F-actin network dissociated into small, randomly oriented actin bundles throughout the cell body ( Fig. 5E, arrowhead; see Supplemental Movie S2). OrientationJ was used to pseudocolor actin as a function of feature orientation relative to the microtrack (Fig.  5F ). To quantify alignment, the mean and standard deviation were extracted from actin orientation distributions (Fig. 5G , vertical solid and dashed lines, respectively). While control and cytochalasin D-treated cells showed alignments centered around 0°, cytochalasin D treatment resulted in a significant increase in distribution variance as determined by Levene's test for equal variances, indicating that treatment significantly reduced actin alignment (Fig. 5H) . These results indicate that migration through physiological collagen microtracks 1) is associated with a well-organized and aligned cortical actin cytoskeleton, 2) requires actin polymerization-driven protrusion, and 3) is enhanced by MT dynamics that support directional protrusion and elongation. 
DISCUSSION
Local tissue invasion is an inherently biophysical process that requires cells to coordinate adhesive, cytoskeletal, contractile, and proteolytic cellular machinery to negotiate matrix and tissue barriers in the tumor microenvironment. Tumor cell migration is highly adaptive, and the specific molecular mechanisms employed by cells to invade are determined largely by physiochemical properties of the stromal ECM, including composition, architecture, and mechanics (62, 66) . Here we used an in vitro collagen microtrack platform (33) to define the biochemical and biophysical mechanisms that mediate migration through physiologically relevant cell-scale tracks within interstitial tissue. We demonstrate that mechanisms of migration within collagen microtracks are distinct from those required for migration through 3D collagen matrix. Unlike mesenchymal tumor cell migration in 3D matrix, microtrack migration is matrix density-independent and does not require ␤ 1 -integrin adhesion. We show that migration through collagen microtracks, but not 3D matrix, can proceed in the absence of pMLC-dependent traction forces and that actin and MT cytoskeletal dynamics regulate cell migration through collagen microtracks and 3D matrix. Together, these findings represent the first description of cell migration mechanisms within physiological collagen microtracks and suggest that once cells reach preformed paths of least resistance within the interstitial stroma, the molecular machinery required for efficient migration may be considerably reduced, effectively lowering the mechanistic threshold for local tissue invasion.
Modeling migration through the stromal ECM. The stromal ECM surrounding tumors primarily consists of type I collagen organized into interconnected fibrillar networks, the physiochemical properties of which, including stiffness (36, 49, 75) , composition (41, 44) , and architecture, regulate 3D invasive behavior. While recent work has highlighted the roles of matrix porosity (9, 69), alignment (6, 55) , and interfacial features (5) in modulating 3D migration, in vitro models for the study of migration through collagenous ECM generally overestimate matrix uniformity (67) , and the effect of local heterogeneity in ECM structure remains poorly understood. Notably, cell-scale gaps in the stromal ECM, including clefts between ECM fibers, interfaces between tissue components, organized networks of ECM pores, and cell-derived proteolytic microtracks, have been identified as conduits for tumor cell migration in vitro (10, 18, 24, 27, 29) and in vivo (2, 11, 26, 62) . Here we show that microfabricated collagen tracks closely resemble the channel-like gaps found in the native mammary gland stromal ECM, providing a path of least resistance and highly aligned features that promote rapid, MMP-independent cancer cell migration (33) .
Mechanisms of microtrack migration. During cancer progression, homeostatic ECM maintenance is lost, leading to deregulation of biophysical matrix properties (7, 12, 39) . Thus, invasive carcinoma stroma exhibits a desmoplastic response (34) that can include increased collagen I density and crosslinking (36, 54) . While migration through 3D matrix is negatively regulated by matrix density due to increased steric resistance, we show here that microtracks overcome this restriction by providing cell-caliber space, enabling matrix-density-independent migration (9, 29, 69). Since changes in matrix density can alter adhesion ligand availability, which has been shown to modulate cell migration in 2D (46) and 3D (74, 75) environments, these results suggest that microtrack migration is ligand-density-independent. Furthermore, while ␤ 1 -integrin inhibition in 3D matrix results in inefficient, rounded migration, microtrack migration speed is not affected by ␤ 1 -integrin blocking. Together, these results are consistent with recent findings by Wolf et al. (69) that sufficiently large pores in 3D collagen matrix reduce the need for matrix remodeling and integrin-mediated mechanocoupling during mesenchymal migration. Interestingly, cells treated with the MAb 4B4 oscillate between mesenchymal and amoeboid morphologies during migration, indicating that persistent cell elongation within microtracks requires ␤ 1 -integrin activity. Thus, while ␤ 1 -integrin ligation is not required for microtrack migration per se, ␤ 1 -integrin may function as part of integrin signaling and trafficking pathways that integrate with Rho GTPases, including Rac1 (4), the activity of which promotes actin-dependent membrane protrusion and maintains cell polarity (73) . Our findings complement previous work in 3D matrix illustrating that integrin blocking in mesenchymal cells restricts cell elongation and reduces migration speed (69, 75) and indicate that cell spreading and migration in microtracks involve cell-matrix interaction programs that are unique to those employed in 2D and 3D microenvironments.
The application of cytoskeletal tension to the ECM results in traction forces that enable cell and matrix deformation and promote migration through restrictive 3D microenvironments (69, 72) . Here we show that inhibition of actomyosin contractility or its upstream regulators MLCK and Rho/ROCK significantly reduces cell traction force and abolishes 3D matrix migration. Excessive cell elongation and indiscriminate generation of branching cytoplasmic projections under contractility inhibition are consistent with release of cortical tension (17) and failure to deform the cell body and/or matrix to squeeze through pores (69) . Interestingly, inhibition of single upstream mediators of myosin II activity does not affect microtrack migration, but migration is hindered when myosin II is directly inhibited with blebbistatin or both MLCK and ROCK are inhibited with ML7 and Y27632. These results suggest that the MLCK and Rho/ROCK pathways may provide compensatory activation of myosin II to maintain rapid microtrack migration. Indeed, MLCK and Rho/ROCK have been shown to play distinct spatial and temporal roles during adhesion and migration (43, 61) , and while we do not observe such specificity in microtracks here, it remains that these upstream regulators may act on myosin II activity through parallel and compensatory pathways. In support of this hypothesis, the contractility inhibitors used here elicit a variety of effects on MLC phosphorylation, which we show is a poor indicator of migration behavior. Conversely, pMLC is correlated with traction force generation, confounding the link between pMLC-dependent traction generation and migration through 3D matrix and microtracks. While we previously observed traction generation and ECM displacement during microtrack migration (33), we demonstrate here that this behavior is not required for migration, since inhibition of Rho with CT04 reduces traction forces and pMLC by ϳ90% but has no effect on microtrack migration. Instead, as indicated by lagging cytoplasmic extensions in migration-deficient cells, actomyosin contractility is likely utilized in microtracks to retract the cell rear, which is a characteristic requirement of mesenchymal-type migration strategies (52, 63) . Notably, our group and others have shown that cell contractility is required for matrix reorganization (6, 55) and microtrack generation (10, 24) , but not perception and response to matrix structure. The present results are consistent with this conclusion and, together, suggest that preformed space in the ECM alleviates the need for actomyosin-based matrix remodeling and pMLC-dependent traction generation in cancer cell motility, which is likely under the control of a number of parallel cell contractility pathways.
Our results indicate that cell-matrix mechanocoupling, which is critical for cancer cell migration in both planar and 3D settings (42, 69) , is largely dispensable for migration within collagen microtracks. Alternatively, we show that actin and MT cytoskeletal dynamics mediate protrusive, polarized microtrack migration. Cells within microtracks exhibit a cortical actin network and polarized MT cytoskeleton, which are disrupted by inhibitors of actin polymerization and MT dynamics, respectively. Inhibition of MT polymerization (nocodazole) or depolymerization (paclitaxel) limits cell spreading and reduces motility in 3D matrix and microtracks, which is consistent with previous work indicating that MT dynamics enable 3D cell spreading (32) and promote elongated 3D cell protrusions (30, 59) . As previously suggested, MTs may provide means for intracellular delivery of molecular cargo needed for elongation and stabilization of actin-based protrusions (59) . In support of this hypothesis, slower, more rounded microtrack migration can continue with inhibition of MT dynamics, but migration is immediately arrested with inhibition of actin polymerization. Treatment with cytochalasin D terminates growth of actin-rich protrusions at the leading edge and results in the loss of cortical actin localization and alignment, suggesting that actin dynamics contribute to both protrusion and maintenance of cortical actomyosin tension, which drive microtrack migration (17, 45) . Together, these results indicate that pseudopodial protrusions at the leading edge, which are initiated by actin polymerization and supported by MTs, provide the primary impetus for physiological collagen microtrack migration.
The ability to readily adapt cell phenotype (i.e., phenotypic plasticity) is a characteristic feature of many cancer cells (20, 51, 58) . It is presumed that such plasticity is advantageous to cancer cells, as it enables cells to continue their objective (to invade) under a variety of microenvironmental conditions. Here we directly demonstrate that MDA-MB-231 cells adapt their mode of migration upon confronting different structural microenvironments (3D matrix vs. microtracks) and when challenged pharmacologically. This well-documented switch of migration strategies by tumor cells can be induced by both cellular and extracellular influences (22, 66) and is accompanied by a shift in molecular mechanisms underlying migration (47, 57) . Briefly, amoeboid migration is generally observed in low-density ECM, where rounded, blebbing cells use low cell-ECM adhesion and strong propulsive forces and cytoskeletal contraction to negotiate matrix. Conversely, mesenchymal migration occurs in low-to high-density ECM, where elongated cells utilize step-wise and cyclical protrusion, adhesion, traction generation, and tail retraction to move through matrix (70) . Here we show that microtrack migration can exhibit elements of both mesenchymal and amoeboid migration and further demonstrate that microtracks provide a microenvironmental context that enables cells to adapt their migration mode and, thus, potentially evade inhibitors of cell migration (e.g., integrin-blocking and cell contractility inhibitors). The oscillatory migration strategy exhibited by 4B4-treated cells within microtracks provides direct evidence of this dynamic switching and contrasts with the stable mesenchymal ¡ amoeboid transition exhibited by cells treated with integrin and MMP inhibitors in 3D matrix (69, 70, 75) . Interestingly, the metric of motile fraction emerges as an indicator of migration plasticity, since it describes the subset of the cell population that is able to move under a given experimental or microenvironmental condition. Thus, as motile fraction approaches 0 (e.g., high 3D matrix density, inhibition of cell contractility in 3D matrix, inhibition of actin polymerization), cells have exhausted options for adaptation and cease migrating. Critically, our findings that inhibition of MT dynamics or actin polymerization arrest cell migration are consistent with literature suggesting that Rho GTPases and cytoskeletal dynamics are required to coordinate migration mode plasticity (47, 58) .
Ultimately, it will be necessary to transition findings back to an in vivo tumor/stroma model, but, in light of results of our present study and those reported by others (62) highlighting the critical role of the microenvironment in regulating mechanisms of cell motility, this transition will require an increasingly thorough understanding of the in vivo stromal context. Since the composition and structure of in vivo stroma remain only marginally understood (2), rationally designed in vitro models of the tumor microenvironment represent an effective approach to defining the mechanisms of cell-matrix interactions during tumor invasion. Importantly, our collagen microtrack migration model differs from microfluidic models of confined migration fabricated from rigid, nonporous PDMS (60) and polyacrylamide (50) , in that migrating cells are bounded by physiological, fibrillar collagen matrix on all sides within our system (33) . Recently, several independent studies showed that confinement within narrow microfluidic PDMS or polyacrylamide channels eliminates the need for cell contractility and actin polymerization in migration (3, 50, 60) . While these findings are in contrast to our results, they are consistent with a computational model of confined dendritic cell migration wherein a pressure buildup in the cell that is caused by the confinement induced by rigid channel walls is sufficient to produce forward movement (28) . This model shows that migration under confinement relies on increasing friction caused by the pressure buildup and is independent of substrate adhesion and cell contractility. An alternative model of confined cell migration suggests that water permeation across cell membranes leads to polarized changes in cell volume and migration in the absence of actin polymerization (60) . In the context of these experimental and theoretical models, our results suggest that collagen microtracks, being inherently compliant and porous substrates, may not be able to induce mechanical and osmotic pressures within the cell and, therefore, require a cell to utilize actin polymerization for migration. This difference highlights the need to carefully consider all aspects of the microenvironment through which cells migrate when designing experimental models and interpreting results.
In summary, this study is the first to systematically analyze the mechanisms guiding cell migration within physiological collagen microtracks. Using a micropatterned collagen microtrack platform that recapitulates matrix-free space within the stromal ECM, we demonstrate that adhesion and contractility mechanisms uniquely regulate migration through 3D collagen matrix and collagen microtracks. Microtrack migration is insensitive to matrix density and is independent of cell-matrix mechanocoupling, both of which are significant regulators of migration within 3D matrix. Actin and MT cytoskeletal dynamics at the leading edge and actomyosin contractility at the cell rear promote morphological polarity, which enables rapid, MMP-independent migration through microtracks. Collectively, our data provide insight into the unique collection of mechanisms required by tumor cells to migrate through preexisting spaces in the stromal ECM and indicate that pathfollowing migration during leader-follower collective invasion and transit along preformed paths of least resistance are less mechanistically demanding strategies for local tissue invasion.
